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Abstract: The World Wide Web can be considered as a large distributed information 

system that provides access to shared data objects. As one of the most popular 

applications currently running on the Internet, The World Wide Web is of an 

exponential growth in size, which results in network congestion and server overloading. 
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1. Introduction   
World Wide Web is an important area for data mining research due to the huge amount of 
information. The success of WWW depends on the response time. Due to the fast development of internet services and a 

huge amount of network traffic, it is becoming an essential issue to reduce World Wide Web user-perceived latency. 
Caching popular objects close to the users provides an opportunity to combat this latency by allowing users to fetch data 
from a nearby cache rather than from a distant server. Web caching has been recognized as one of the effective schemes 
to alleviate the service bottleneck and reduce the network traffic, thereby minimize the user access latency. Although web 
performance is improved by caching, the benefit of caches is limited. To further reduce the retrieval latency, web 

prefetching becomes an attractive solution to this problem. Prefetching reduces user access time, but at the same time, it 
requires more bandwidth and increases traffic. Zipf's law governs many features of the Internet. Observations of Zipf 
distributions, while interesting in and of themselves, have strong implications for the design and function of the Internet. 
The connectivity of Internet routers influences the robustness of the network while the distribution in the number of email 

contacts affects the spread of email viruses. Even web caching strategies are formulated to account for a Zipf distribution 
in the number of requests for Web pages.  
This Paper implements a Zipf law based novel approach for the determination of next page likely to be accessed by 
specific client. 
 

2. Motivation   
In this work the main focus is put on the web usage mining technique (a technique of web mining), which is applied on 
the proxy server log to generate the preprocessed log and the users navigation patterns. 
 

3. Litearture Review   
[1]. However, several recent studies have investigated whether the requests do indeed follow Zipf's law and concluded 
otherwise [16], [2]. Padmanabhan [3] use dependency graph for prediction and prefetching. Their prediction algorithm 
construct a dependency graph that depicts the pattern of accesses to different file stored at the server. The graph has a 
node for every file that has ever been accessed. There is an arc from node A to B if and only if B was accessed with in 
w(look ahead window size) access after A. It was Etzioni [4] who first coined the term web mining .Etzioni starts by 
making a hypothesis that the information on the web is sufficiently structured and outlines the subtask of web mining. 
His paper describes the web mining process.S. Jespersen [6] said that Markov assumptions are used as the basis to mine 
the structure of browsing patterns. Markov-based structures for web usage mining are best suited for tasks demanding 
less accuracy such as pre-fetching, personalization, and targeted ads. Many of the papers proposed using association rules 
or Markov models for next page prediction. Faten Khalil [7] proposes an improved approach, based on a combination of 
Markov models and association rules that result in better prediction accuracy and more coverage. They used low order 
Markov models to predict multiple pages to be visited by a user and then applied association rules to predict the next 
page to be accessed by the user based on long history data.  

 
4. Web Mining   

Overview  
The web is a vast collection of completely uncontrolled heterogeneous documents. Thus, it is huge, diverse, and dynamic, 
and raises the issues of scalability, heterogeneity, and dynamism, respectively. Due to these characteristics, we are 
currently drowning in information, but starving for knowledge; thereby making the web a fertile area of data mining 
research with the huge amount of information available online. Data mining refers to the nontrivial process of identifying 
valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data. 


